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"Featured poet" read $15, plusha minutes. I told the audience to get out of the door. There were good poets there, heroin, crack, weed, booze, but mostly Gong Show variety. I've been back to read some new stuff. Stepping outside to fix
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D.A. Russell
S.R. HoItz
(FS) The Cherotic Revolutionary - Underground 'Zine
Posted by Molly E. Holzschlag on January 23, 1997 15:00:00:

TITLE: The Cherotic Revolutionary

DEFINITION: Underground Print 'Zine

CREATOR: Frank Moore, Publisher

MAIN CATEGORY: Literature

ALTERNATIVE CATEGORIES: Art, belief, ritual, sensuality

RELATIONSHIP TO THE CORE WAVE: Is the act of art really a magic ritual?

MAIN QUOTE: "I and this zine are just middlemen, just a pipe. When the art goes through the pipe, that is when the pipe is important"
-- Frank Moore, The Cherotic Revolutionary

HIGHLIGHT QUOTES: "We are really an anarchist, arts, avant-garde, experimental, art, beat, cartoons, community, counter-culture, alternatives, culture, dada, surrealism, erotica, essays, ethics, feminism, fiction, gay, humanism, humor, interview, lesbianism, libertarian, literature(general), magic, non-fiction, philosophy, photography, poetry, prose, psychology, satire, sex, short stories, spiritual zine. Or, a life on the edge zine, for short"

"Bad art is the manure from which good and great art springs. All artists have done some bad art. A large percentage of art could be called bad art. In other words, you cannot have any art without having bad art anymore than you can have any science without having most experimentation be 'failures.'"

"One of the functions of art is to offend, to create tension by revealing hidden aspects of life. "-- Frank Moore

HIGHLIGHT RECOMMENDATION: The Cherotic Revolutionary is a black-and-white print zine out of Berkeley, California. Its covers are usually collages of surreal sex images, and its content ranges from intelligent essays, impressive photography, spiritual poetry, and political tales of tragedy and triumph.

DEEPER: I came to know Frank Moore on the now-defunct online service known as GEnie--this was some time ago--before the Internet was available on a commercial basis, before the Web existed. We became friends because I managed one of the service's Round Tables and he would continuously

place rather outspoken posts that had to be pulled by me due to information that didn't fit the more stringent "Family Values" of a commercial online service. I hated pulling those posts, because Frank always had something interesting to say. Our friendship grew out of the email sent back and forth regarding these posts.

Eventually I did some writing for the Cherotic Revolutionary, which has featured known poets such as Karen Finley, and the infamous performance artist/post-porn modernist Annie Sprinkle, as well as countless yet equally talented and outspoken artists from every medium.

Cherotic Magic is, in its most simple definition, sex magic. But it doesn't mean that fucking is what makes magic per se; it's more about the exploration of the human body as a temple of pleasure and pain, and these experiences are what can bring us to deeper, or greater understanding of the spiritual through the experience of the physical. It's sort of an Occidental Shamanistic Tantra. But only sort of -the important issue is that it ties into the creative, and often co-creative experience, manifest in this case in the form of an exceptional, bizarre, and--to some--offensive zine that puts a variety of issues into the face of people and asks them to think, feel, and make connections in their own way.

CONNECTIONS: None yet.

IMAGES AND CLIPS: “optional image url” field used to post

ACCESS AND DISTRIBUTION: Frank Moore’s Cherotic Revolutionary can be found at Frank Moor’s Web of Infinite Possibilities. Copies of the Cherotic Revolutionary can be purchased for $5.00 from Frank Moore, Inter-Relations, PO Box 11445, Berkeley, CA. 94712. Email: f.moore7@genie.geis.com FAX: (510) 524-2053

Moore, Frank

Address    POBox 11445
            Berkeley, CA 94712
Voice      (510) 526-7858
Fax        (510) 524-2053
Email      fmoore@eroplay.com
Web        http://www.eroplay.com

A performer, director, writer, and teacher of shamanistic art. Conducts performance rituals throughout the year. Books, cassettes, and videotapes are available. Publishes 'The Cherotic rEvolutionary', a zine about 'the edge'. His work has been the subject of attack by Jesse Helms.
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MINIMALIST DIATRIBE ON THE OCCASION OF THE INAUGURATION OF PRESIDENT-SELECT GEORGE W. BUSH AND THE INSTALLATION OF HIS HAND-PICKED CABINET MEMBERS, THIS DAY JANUARY 20, 2001 A.D.

EAT SHIT AND DIE YOU FUCKING FASCISTS
Eat shit and die you fucking fascists
Eat shit and die you fucking fascists

When in the course of human events it becomes necessary (by any means necessary, you fucking fascists)
EAT SHIT AND DIE
you fucking STULTIFYING FASCISTS

YOU MAY NOT PRIVATIZE THE STREETS
The streets belong to the people
The streets belong to the people
The people have the power
The people have the power

to rule
to dream
(Yes, Patti)

to die for our dream
to live for our DREAM
to manifest our dream
(by any means necessary)
our freedom
our voice

EAT SHIT AND DIE YOU FUCKING FASCISTS
EAT SHIT AND DIE YOU FUCKING FASCISTS
EAT SHIT AND DIE YOU FUCKING FASCISTS
EAT SHIT AND DIE YOU FUCKING FASCISTS
EAT SHIT AND DIE YOU FUCKING FASCISTS

EAT EAT EAT EAT EAT EAT EAT EAT EAT EAT EAT
EAT IT

Eat shit and die you snake oil salesmen

The line it is drawn
The curse it is cast
Keep a clean nose
Watch the plainclothes

YOU DON'T NEED A WEATHERMAN TO KNOW WHICH WAY THE WIND BLOWS
(yes, Bob)
Eat shit and die you overpaid frontmen
eat it raw you champions of self-interest

Eat shit
you
extraordinary extremists

Eat shit you
Eat shit you
Eat shit you
Eat shit you
Eat shit you
Eat shit
you
conglomerate conspirators

Eat shit you
assiduous assassins
Eat shit you
shameless self-promoters
Eat shit you
pilfering profit-mongers
Eat shit you
heinous henchmen

I don't give a fuck about your fucking interest rates
I don't give a fuck about your fucking oligarchy
I don't give a fuck about your global economy
I don't give a fuck about your deep-pocket dynasty
I don't give a fuck about your compassionate conservatism

I don't give a fuck about your Vision 2020
Blow the fucking planet
into fucking Kingdom Come
Thy Will Be Done

I don't give a fuck
I don't give a fuck

FUCK YOU

EAT SHIT AND DIE

Natasha Bernstein
Orland, Maine
January 20, 2001
The Aim in life is immortality

The sun may live giga years so is the butterfly he may withstand 3 days!

I'm N. Ducmanh
Here, for example, is the instruction for a work called Smoke Painting:

Light canvas or any finished painting with a cigarette at any time for any length of time.
See the smoke movement.
The painting ends when the whole canvas or painting is gone.

Here is another, called Painting in Three Stanzas:

Let a vine grow.
Water every day.
The first stanza—till the vine spreads.
The second stanza—till the vine withers.
The third stanza—till the wall vanishes.

Now these are instructions for the execution of a work, not the work itself. They exist for the purpose of being followed, like orders. In formal fact, the instructions are very attractive, written out in gracious Japanese calligraphy by, as it happens, Yoko Ono’s first husband, Ichiryanagi Toshi, an avant-garde composer. It is true that the conception was hers, but by means of whose handwriting the conception should be inscribed is entirely external. Nothing could be closer to Duchamp’s idea of removing the artist’s hand from the processes of art. Duchamp was interested in an entirely cerebral art—the object was merely a means. And so these attractive sheets of spidery writing are merely means: The instructions are very attractive, written out like orders. In formal fact, the instructions were small panels hung high on the wall, with a hammer hanging from its lower left corner. Beneath it was a chair, with—I believe—a small container of nails. If you wanted to comply with the implicit instructions, you took a nail, mounted the somewhat rickety chair, grasped the hammer and drove the nail in. At the opening, Ono recalls, “A person came and asked if it was alright to hammer a nail in the painting. I said it was alright if he pays 5 shillings. Instead of paying the 5 shillings, he asked if it was alright to hammer an imaginary nail in. That was John Lennon. I thought, so I met a guy who plays the same game I played.” Lennon said, “And that’s when we really met. That’s when we locked eyes and she got it and I got it and, as they say in all the interviews we do, the rest is history.”

Jasper Johns once issued a set of instructions that became famous: “Take an object. Do something to it. Do something else to it.” Ono’s version would be “Imagine an object. Imagine doing something to it. Imagine doing something else to it.” Ono’s enthusiasts like to say how far ahead of her time she was, based on some entirely superficial parallels between her Instructions for Paintings and certain works of Conceptual Art, which also consisted of words hung on the wall. Thus in 1967 Joseph Kosuth composed a work that reproduced the definition of the word “Idea” as it appears in a dictionary. The title of the work is Art as Idea as Idea. The work of art is the idea of idea (Spinoza—profoundly defined the mind as idea ideae). For reasons entirely different from Ono’s, Kosuth was bent on transforming art into thought.

Art historians are always eager to establish priority, usually by finding resemblances that have little to do with one another. In truth, Ono was precisely of her own time. It was a time when the very idea of art was under re-examination by artists. Works of art can never have been more grossly material—heavy, oily, fat—than under the auspices of Abstract Expressionism. But the aesthetic experiments of Cage, of Fluxus and of Yoko Ono were not, in my view, addressed to the overthrow of Abstract Expressionism. They were rather applications of a set of ideas about boundaries—between artworks and ordinary things, between music and noise, between dance and mere bodily movement, between score and performance, between action and imagining action, between artist and audience. If the impulse came from anywhere, it came from Zen. Cage was an adept of Zen, which he transmitted through his seminars in experimental composition at The New School. Dr. Suzuki, who taught his course in Zen at Columbia, was a cult figure for the art world of the fifties. Yoko Ono had absorbed Zen thought and practice in Japan. The aim of Zen instructions was to induce enlightenment in the mind of the auditor, to transform his or her vision of world and self. The aim of Ono’s instructions was similarly to induce enlightenment in the mind of the viewer—but it would be enlightenment about the being of art as the reimagining of the imagined. In her fine catalogue essay, Alexandra Munroe, director of the Japan Society Gallery, writes, “Asian art and thought were the preferred paradigm for much of the American avant-garde.” Abstract Expressionism and the New York avant-garde exemplified by Cage, Fluxus and Ono belong to disjointed histories that happened to intersect in Manhattan at the same moment.

At the time of their marriage, Ono said that she and John Lennon would make many performances together, and the fact that Lennon set foot in the Indica Gallery in the first place and engaged with Yoko Ono in that atmosphere implies that he found something in art that was lacking in the world of popular music, for all his great success. It is characteristic that for him, art meant performance—not painting on the side, which was to become an outlet for his fellow Beatle Paul McCartney (there is an exhibition of McCartney’s paintings making the rounds today). What Ono offered Lennon was a more fulfilling way of making art, and inevitably she was blamed for the dissolution of the band. What Lennon offered Ono was a way of using her art to change minds not just in terms of the nature of art and reality but in terms of war and peace. In 1968 Yoko Ono declared that...
"the art circle from which I came is very dead, so I am very thrilled to be in communication with worldwide people." One of Yoko Ono’s most inspired pieces was her *White Chess Set* of 1966 (a version of which, *Play It By Trust*, can be seen in the Japan Society lobby). Instead of two opposing sides, one black and one white, she painted everything—the board and the pieces—white. Since one cannot tell which pieces belong on which side, the game quickly falls apart. "The players lose track of their pieces as the game progresses; ideally this leads to a shared understanding of their mutual concerns and a new relationship based on empathy rather than opposition. Peace is then attained on a small scale." But with Lennon, she and he could attempt to achieve peace on the largest scale—could use art to transform minds. In 1969, for example, they enacted their Bed-in for Peace. The tremendous widening of the concept of art earlier in the decade made it possible for being in bed together to be a work of art. The press was invited into their hotel bedrooms, gathered around the marital bed, to discuss a new philosophy in which, as in *White Chess Set*, love and togetherness replaced conflict and competition. In the same year the couple caused billboards to be erected in many languages in many cities, as a kind of Christmas greeting from John and Yoko. The message was *WAR IS OVER!* (in large letters), with, just beneath (in smaller letters), *IF YOU WANT IT.* There was no definite article: The sign was not declaring the end of the Vietnam War as such but the end of war as a human condition. All you have to do, as their anthem proclaimed, was *GIVE PEACE A CHANCE.* Get in bed, make love, not war.

There is a somewhat darker side to Ono’s work than I have so far implied. In a curious way, her masterpiece is *Cut Piece,* a performance enacted by her on several occasions, including at Carnegie Recital Hall in 1965. Ono sits impassively on the stage, like a beautiful resigned martyr, while the audience is invited to come and cut away a piece of her clothing. One by one, they mount the stage, as we see in a video at the Japan Society, and cut off part of what she is wearing. One of the cutters is a man, who cuts the shoulder straps on her undergarment. The artist raises her hands to protect her breasts, but does nothing to stop the action. Ideally the cutting continues until she is stripped bare. I find it a very violent piece, reminding me somehow of Stanley Milgram’s experiment in psychology, in which people are encouraged to administer what they believe are electrical shocks to the subject (who pretends to be in agony). The audience has certainly overcome, a bit too gleefully, the gap between art and life—it is after all a flesh-and-blood woman they are stripping piecemeal with shears. It reveals something scary about us that we are prepared to participate in a work like that.

Another film, *Fly,* shows a housefly exploring the naked body of a young woman who lies immobile as the fly moves in and out of the crevices of her body, or moves its forelegs, surmounting one of her nipples. The soundtrack is uncanny, and we do not know if it is the voice of the fly, the suppressed voice of the woman or the weeping voice of an outside witness to what feels like—what is—a sexual violation. It is like the voiced agony of a woman with her tongue cut out. The sounds are like no others I have heard. Yoko Ono is a highly trained musician who gave her first concert at 4 and who sang opera and lieder when she was young. But she is also a disciple of Cage and an avant-garde singer who uses verbal sobs, damped screams, deflected pleas, to convey the feeling of bodily invasion.

Yoko Ono is really one of the most original artists of the last half-century. Her fame made her almost impossible to see. When she made the art for which her husband admired and loved her, it required a very developed avant-garde sensibility to see it as anything but ephemeral. The exhibition at the Japan Society makes it possible for those with patience and imagination to constitute her achievement in their minds, where it really belongs. It is an art as rewarding as it is demanding.